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You never know when your Windows OS may crash or go corrupt while working. When it happens, 

you lose all your valuable data and the work that you were trying to accomplish. It’s frustrating for 

the user because of the interruption caused. Now, the most important task is to restore the 

Windows without reformatting.

The major steps that you need to follow in this procedure are:

Step 1:    Select ‘Safe Mode’ option from Windows Advanced Options Menu. Keep tapping F8 key  

         to get a list of boot options. Select ‘Safe Mode’ from the list.

Step 2:    In the Control Panel, navigate to the ‘System Restore’

Step 3:    Run a Disk Cleanup

Step 4:    Download the latest updates

        Check for Windows new updates, and install them, if any

My Windows has got corrupt; how can I restore it without 
reformatting!
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What is Windows Registry?

The Windows Registry, also referred to as the Registry, is a collection of databases of 

configuration settings in MS Windows OS. Registry contains information, settings, options, and 

other values for programs and hardware installed on different versions of Windows operating 

systems. For example, when you install a new program or software in your PC, a new sub-key 

containing settings like program’s location, version, and how to start it (program), etc. are all 

added to the Windows Registry.

What is a Registry Cleaner and why you need it?

A Registry Cleaner is a software solution that uses an advanced algorithm to identity as well as 

remove unwanted data from registry. It keeps the entire system running at its optimal level.

Possible reasons to use Registry Cleaner are:

* A faster PC

* Minimum processing time

* No system failures

* Minimum Windows crash

* Maximum speed and performance

REVE Antivirus is a high-performing Registry Cleaner tool that cleans all the unwanted registry in 

your PC.

Step 5:    Type ‘msconfig’ command in Run, and then press Enter

        This command will take you to the System Configuration Utility window. Under Services           

section in System Configuration Utility, uncheck any items that you do not use/recognise. Be 

careful, never check/uncheck things or close/open the tabs, that you don’t know.

Step 6:    Uninstall unnecessary programs from ‘Add or Remove Programs’ section

Step 7:    Defragment the Hard Drive of your PC
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How to use this tool?

Step 1:    Download REVE Antivirus from the website- https://www.reveantivirus.com

Step 2:   After downloading successfully, open the tool. It will look like this:

Step 3:     Click on Advanced option

Step 4:     Click on Cleaner
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If unfortunately, you have deleted that Windows registry which was important, then no need to 

worry. REVE Antivirus resolves this issue easily, as it features ‘Registry Cleaner’ and ‘Registry 

Restore’ options.

Step 5:    Now, Click on Registry Cleaner option
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For restoring registry, Click on Registry Restore option under Cleaner tab.

Windows restoring without reformatting becomes quite easier with the help of the above-listed 

steps. So, follow them to get the problem solved.
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